Product information:

Goalscape Enterprise

State-of-the-art
visual project management

Goalscape Enterprise
The situation in project management
You might be familiar with this scenario: In spite of trained
project managers and numerous IT applications, many projects still fail. Project work is often complicated by a failure
to revise goals, a lack of communication, or too much bureaucracy. All of this occurs despite theoretically well-thought out
methods and the availability of IT tools for the planning and
supervision of projects. In practice, however, such tools can
only be used with difficulty, or not all, within the dynamic environment of large projects.

about the status of project tasks flows into extensive reports
via Excel queries, and then needs to be frequently adjusted
and interpreted by these means, no true or real-time information can be made available on the project’s status. “Unsuitable” planning and poor documentation are not caused by the
project manager but by using the wrong approach. IT tools
and methods are often too centrally fixated on project management, which is unable to integrate all aspects in detail.

Our solution

The problem
If the central project plan is not truly up-to-date and binding,
it is in practice more harmful than useful. When information

With Goalscape Enterprise, there is now a tool available that
can eliminate the weaknesses of many common systems
through the following special attributes:

> State-of-the-art visual
project management
> Excellent visualisation of the goals, activities and
status of the “big picture”
> Real-time status reporting on the basis of
decentralized information without further preparation
> Centralized overview for decentralized planning
and supervision
> Support for collaboration and communication
among all parties involved
> Administration of all documents and decisions
with assignment to the correct project element
> Simple to operate and easy to understand—all
stakeholders work with just a single tool

Unique in Goalscape:
a new view of the project!
Goalscape Enterprise is based on the understanding that a
successful project is strongly dependent on active interaction
between contractors, project management, project staff, and
everyone affected by the project. Sustainable project success
is only guaranteed when the customer can realize the implemented goals in the long term and independently carry out
new processes and organizations once the project has been
concluded. Toward this end, Goalscape Enterprise links all stakeholders through a simple IT tool.
Goalscape Enterprise is a server-based application that makes
it possible to call up a permanent real-time status report and
transparently present the activities of the entire project. Furthermore, it makes it possible for management to decide on
a potentially necessary realignment of the goals in a speedy
and results-orientated manner.

can be planned and visualized in a nonlinear
manner in one system.
Presenting different levels enables a quick visualization of progress.
Progress on the project can be viewed at The classic presentation form
a glance, and potenti- of the Gantt chart is also possible.
al backlogs are readily identified. The form of the presentation provides a good
overview of the “big picture” and is especially helpful for projects with many individual components.

Unique in Goalscape Enterprise the new view of the project

The bps project management
methodology

For project visualization, Goalscape Enterprise offers a completely different result from that of classic project management systems. The goals, result types (products), and tasks
are presented in different levels, and the sizes of the segments reflect their priority. With such presentation, goals

As a longtime partner in process and project management,
bps business process solutions GmbH relies on a special form
of project management. Focusing on the requirements of
the customer both during and after the project, maximum
coverage of all changing customer requirements is the key
concern. With this approach, bps lives and breathes the vital
attributes of agile projects and links them with the methods
of classic project management. For the technical presentation
of this special interpretation of project management, bps has
formed a development partnership with Goalscape Software
GmbH. The objective of this partnership is to implement the
requirements of bps’s philosophy under the name ProjectTurtle via Goalscape Enterprise.
In this development partnership, Goalscape Enterprise is not
just a tool but also the connecting link that successfully combines integrative project work with active project management.
Please contact us if you would like more information about
Goalscape Enterprise or the project management method of
bps GmbH’s ProjectTurtle.

The goal map:
all goals, tasks, and priorities with current
work progress are always in view!
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